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                                Balkum, Thane (W)

                            UNLEASH YOUR LUXURY LIFESTYLE AMIDST UNMATCHED AMENITIES AT DOSTI
                                WEST COUNTY!

                        

                        
                            [image: olive logo]
                            [image: pine logo]
                        

                        
                            Welcome to Dosti West County, the epitome of luxurious modern day
                                county living that has the best of both worlds - the convenience of a mini
                                city and the serenity of lush green open spaces.

                            Dosti West County will have everything one needs, right from a
                                school, retail shopping, ample outdoor amenities to a lavish
                                clubhouse and much more.

                            
                                Already home to over 900 residents in Dosti Oak and Dosti Cedar,
                                over 2700 new residents will join this vibrant community over the
                                next few years in Dosti Pine, Dosti Tulip and Dosti Nest.

                                


                                LIFESTYLE | EDUCATION | SPORT | CULTURE | SPIRITUALITY |
                                    RECREATION | HEALTHCARE | INFRA & CONNECTIVITY
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                            CONFIGURATION

                        

                    


                

                


                    


                        
                            
                                
                                     2 BHK
                                    

                                    
                                        58.34 SQ. MT. (628 SQ. FT.)
                                        61.50 SQ. MT. (662 SQ. FT.) 

                                        64.60 SQ. MT. (695 SQ. FT.)
                                        64.90 SQ. MT. (698 SQ. FT.)

                                        67.30 SQ. MT. (725 SQ. FT.)
                                        68.19 SQ. MT. (734 SQ. FT.)

                                        69.40 SQ. MT. (747 SQ. FT.)
                                        70.32 SQ. MT. (757 SQ. FT.)
                                    

                                

                                

                                    
                                        ₹
                                            Check Price
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                     3 BHK
                                    

                                    
                                        88.16 SQ.MT. (949 SQ.FT) 

                                        94.94 SQ.MT. (1022 SQ.FT) 

                                        103.60 SQ.MT. (1115 SQ.FT)
                                    

                                

                                

                                    
                                        ₹
                                            Check Price
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        *As per RERA Carpet Area

                    

                    
                

            

        

    




    

    
        
            
                LUXURY LIVING REDEFINED AT
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                                AMENITIES

                                
                                    Dosti West County - Dosti Pine and Olive has an array of amenities for all age
                                    groups to enjoy.
                                    With an approx. 2,83,336 sq. ft. (26,322 sq. mtr.) open to Sky Podium and an Approx.
                                    44,795 sq. ft. (4,162 sq. mtr.)
                                    lavishly Grand Clubhouse with a host of lifestyle amenities ones entertainment needs
                                    are just a lift ride away.
                                

                            

                        

                    


                    

                        


                        


                        


                        
                        


                        

                        

                            

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    Outdoor Amenities

                                                    	Children’s Activity Area
	Cycling track/ Strolling Path
	Multipurpose Sports Court
	Pool Pavilion & Deck
	Children’s Adventure Pool with water slide
	Olympic- sized Swimming Pool
	Multipurpose lawn
	The Merlion Zone
	Box cricket
	Amphitheatre
	Lawn Tennis
	Resting Plaza
	Futsal
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                                                    Dosti Club County Amenities

                                                    	Toddlers Play Area
	Carrom and Chess Room
	Snooker Room
	Badminton Courts
	Squash Courts
	Table Tennis
	Gymnasium
	Cafeteria
	E- library & Co-working Space
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                                A PREMIUM LIFESTYLE AT DOSTI PINE & DOSTI OLIVE
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                                            SMART HOMES
                                        

                                        A fully functioning automated
                                            home enabled by your phone
                                            which controlls most of your
                                            hi-tech appliances.

                                        Stock Image
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                                            FULLY AIR CONDITIONED HOMES
                                        

                                        Air conditioner installed in every bedroom of
                                            your home for a cool and relaxed experience.

                                        Stock Image
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                                            POWER BACKUP FOR APARTMENT
                                        

                                        Never worry if the electricity
                                            fails. In your new home there
                                            will be power backup for
                                            lights and fans as well as
                                            one large appliance.

                                        Stock Image
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                                            PREMIUM BATHROOMS
                                        

                                        Designer double tonned
                                            sanitary fittings have been used
                                            in the Master Bathroom and all
                                            bathroom will have a glass
                                            shower partition panel.

                                        Actual Image
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                                            DESIGNER LOBBY
                                        

                                        Luxury begins at the entrance
                                            of your home with a grand lobby
                                            decorated with premium designer
                                            tiles and Wi- Fi connectivity

                                        Artist's Impression
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                                LOCATION HIGHLIGHTS & ADVANTAGES
                                

                            

                            
                                	
                                        Highlights
                                        
                                    
	
                                        Advantages
                                        
                                    



                                


                                    

                                        
                                            JUST 10 MINS FROM VIVIANA MALL, THANE
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                                                            EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                             Under
                                                                Construction Euro School - 02 Mins

                                                             CP
                                                                Goenka International School - 03 Mins

                                                             Nett
                                                                Paramedical College - 09 Mins

                                                             St.
                                                                Xaviers English High School & Jr. College - 10 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Rustomjee Cambridge School - 10 Mins 

                                                             Lodha
                                                                World School - 12 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Vasant Vihar School - 13 Mins

                                                             TMC
                                                                Law College - 14 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Orchids International School - 15 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Universal High School - 15 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Rainbow International School - 15 Mins

                                                             Smt.
                                                                S. Singhania High School - 15 Mins

                                                             Vidya
                                                                Prasarak Mandal’s Polytechnic - 18 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Hiranandani Foundation School - 18 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Billabong High International School - 20 Mins

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            AMUSEMENT & WATER PARKS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                            
                                                                Tikuji-ni-Wadi - 12 Mins 

                                                             Suraj
                                                                Water Park - 15 Mins 

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            FINE DINING RESTAURANTS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                             Clove
                                                                Bar & Kitchen - 07 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Mainland China - 08 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Barbeque Nation - 10 Mins 

                                                             China
                                                                Bistro - 10 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Oriental Spice - 10 Mins

                                                             The
                                                                Yellow Chilli - 10 Mins

                                                             Urban
                                                                Tadka - 12 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Fusion Dhaba - 20 Mins 

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            MULTIPLEXES & THEATRES
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                             Kala
                                                                Bhavan - 02 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Cinema Star - 02 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Cinemax - 07 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Cinepolis - 10 Mins 

                                                             Dr.
                                                                Kashinath Ghanekar Auditorium - 15 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Gadkari Rangayatan - 20 Mins 


                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            PUBLIC PARKS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        


                                                             Grand Central Park - 01 Min 

                                                            
                                                                Jogger’s Park - 14 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Ovalekar Wadi Butterfly Garden - 20 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Nature Information Centre, Manpada - 20 Mins 

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            MULTI-SPECIALITY HOSPITALS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Jupiter Hospital - 08 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Bethany Hospital - 10 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Hiranandani Hospital - 15 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Horizon’s Hospital - 15 Mins 

                                                             Life
                                                                Care Hospital - 15 Mins 


                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            LAKES & WATERFRONTS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                            
                                                                Rewale - 05 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Makhmali - 15 Mins

                                                             Upvan
                                                                - 15 Mins 

                                                            
                                                                Masunda - 18 Mins 


                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            MALLS AND HYPERMARKETS
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        

                                                             Lake
                                                                City Mall 02 Mins

                                                             High
                                                                Street Mall 03 Mins

                                                             Big
                                                                Bazaar 03 Mins

                                                             D
                                                                Mart 08 Mins

                                                             Star
                                                                Bazaar 10 Mins

                                                             R
                                                                Mall 10 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Viviana Mall 10 Mins

                                                            
                                                                Hypercity 15 Mins

                                                             Korum
                                                                Mall 15 Mins

                                                             The
                                                                Walk 15 Mins

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    


                

            

        

    


    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                DISCOVER UNMATCHED CONNECTIVITY AT

                                [image: ]
                                

                                    Thane's growth trajectory is expected to continue its upward trend, with estimates
                                    indicating a
                                    projected growth rate of up to 50% in the next five years. This anticipated growth
                                    is
                                    primarily
                                    fueled by the region's established infrastructure and upcoming opportunities for
                                    further
                                    expansion. Thane holds immense potential for continued development and presents a
                                    promising
                                    outlook for the future.
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                                            THANE-BHIWANDI-KALYAN METRO LINE 5
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                                            VIRAR-ALIBAUG MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORT CORRIDOR
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                                            MUMBAI-THANE-AHMEDABAD BULLET TRAIN
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                                            THANE-BORIVALI TUNNEL
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                                            BALKUM TO GAIMUKH COASTAL ROAD
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                                            THANE-DOMBIVALI BRIDGE
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                        SHIAMAK
                            DAVAR'S
                            INSTITUTE FOR PERFORMING ARTS
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                                SHIAMAK™ is one of the most respected international
                                    brands
                                    in the arena of dance training, epitomising dance and promoting dance education on
                                    the
                                    global pedestal. SHIAMAK has been imparting dance education for close to three
                                    decades
                                    and is growing from strength to strength, teaching dance to people of all age groups
                                    and
                                    from every walk of life with their motto, “Have Feet. Will Dance”. Helmed by
                                    National
                                    Award winning choreographer, singer & performer – Shiamak Davar, the institute
                                    now
                                    has presence in 5 countries across 3 continents, educating and empowering thousands
                                    of
                                    individuals every year. SHIAMAK dance classes are open to anyone and everyone,
                                    starting
                                    from the age of 2 years and going up to 84 years. Their programs include Dance For
                                    Toddlers, SHIAMAK Summer / Winter Funk, Advanced Training Batch (ATB) – The Advanced
                                    Training Batch and Samplers/Workshops.

                                Residents will be able to enroll at Shiamak Davar's
                                    Institute for Performing Arts on payment of applicable fee and once the classes
                                    commence.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        SURESH
                            WADKAR'S
                            AJIVASAN MUSIC ACADEMY
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                                Ajivasan has been spreading the message of Hindustani
                                    Classical Music to thousands of students for 86 years.It has been Ajivasan’s
                                    continuous
                                    endeavor to educate and spread Hindustani Music, Culture & Art across society.
                                    The
                                    students had the opportunity to perform with the master himself on several
                                    occasions.
                                    Ajivasan offers varied Music Appreciation Courses for children, adults, and youth.
                                    Ajivasan aims at spreading music education with practical and scientific methods
                                    that
                                    widen an Individual’s ability to use his/her potential to 100%. These classes will
                                    be
                                    conducted in Dosti West County for Indian and Western Vocal and Instruments
                                    training.
                                

                                Residents will be able to avail this facility on payment
                                    of
                                    applicable fee and once the classes commence.
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                                EuroSchool constantly endeavours to nurture aspirations
                                    and
                                    curiosity in their students’
                                    journey of self-discovery. They encourage students’ to explore several
                                    possibilities,
                                    help
                                    them
                                    discover their passions and hone the same. It is this common belief that inspires
                                    them
                                    to
                                    collaborate
                                    with like minded partners to bring in world class schooling. They blend Balanced
                                    Schooling
                                    pedagogy
                                    with the Learn–Reinforce–Practice–Apply–experience methodology. This paves the way
                                    for
                                    students to excel
                                    in academics, while co-curricular activities shape their creative, sporting, and
                                    musical
                                    aspirations.
                                    The student centric blended learning practices include: National Education Policy
                                    (NEP)
                                    2020
                                    powered
                                    curriculum, Industry best digital learning ecosystem powered by ARGUS, Highly
                                    trained
                                    teachers as well
                                    as EuroBridge: Preparatory course for toddlers for the new academic year. EuroSchool
                                    is
                                    also
                                    India’s
                                    1st chain of schools to receive the ‘safe school’ certification from a global audit
                                    firm.
                                


                            

                        

                    


                

                
            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                DISCOVER YOUR FRIENDS FOR LIFE

                                
                                
                                Dosti Realty has been in the real estate business for over 4 decades and delivered more than 129 properties till date, encompassing a portfolio of over 11.70 mn. sq. ft. Currently Dosti Realty is constructing over 21 mn. sq. ft. across the Mumbai Metropolitan Region and Pune. Till date it has sold homes to 15,800+ happy families and continues to transform the skyline with its developments. The company has experience in various development types, be it Residential, Retail, IT Parks, Educational Institutes, etc. Over the years, it has been known for its Aesthetics, Innovation, Quality, Timely Delivery, Trust and Transparency, values that have built lasting relationships.
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                        We believe communities have the power to change the world to make it a better place.
                        That is
                        why, we at Dosti Realty strive to design
                        and create communities that are empowered to change every moment into an opportunity. We
                        are
                        committed to creating spaces that
                        transforms individual into communities and locations into destinations.
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                    DESIGN ARCHITECT

                    ARCHETYPE CONSULTANTS (I) PVT. LTD.
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                    STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT

                    JW CONSULTANTS LLP
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                    LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT

                    TAIB LANDSCAPE PVT. LTD, SINGAPORE
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                    MEP CONSULTANT

                    ENGINEERING CREATIONS PUBLIC HEALTH CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD.
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                                        GET IN TOUCH

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Please enter the details below to get in touch with us
                                    

                                


                            

                            
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                

                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            By submitting my details, I override my
                                                NDNC registration and authorize Dosti Realty and its representatives to
                                                contact
                                                me
                                                through call, WhatsApp or E-mail.
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                                        Dosti West County, Balkum, Off Old Mumbai-Agra Road, Thane-Bhiwandi-Wadpa Road,
                                        Thane (W) 400 608.
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                    Disclosures: (1) The artist’s impressions and Stock images used for representation
                        purpose only. (2) Furniture, ﬁttings and textures as
                        shown/displayed in the show ﬂat are for the purpose of showcasing only and do not form part of
                        actual standard amenities to be provided in the ﬂat.
                        The ﬂats offered for sale are unfurnished and all the amenities proposed to be provided in the
                        ﬂat shall be incorporated in the Agreement for Sale.
                        (3) The right to admission, use and enjoyment of all or any of the facilities/amenities in the
                        Dosti Club County is reserved by the Promoters and shall
                        be subject to payment of such admission fees, annual charges and compliance of terms and
                        conditions as may be speciﬁed from time to time by the
                        Promoters. (4) The sale of all the premises in above mentioned projects shall be governed by
                        terms and conditions incorporated in the Agreement
                        for Sale. (5) These projects are funded by Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited.
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                Digital Partner: Realatte
                

                We are the sole owner of the
                    information
                    collected on our website. We do not disclose, share, sell or rent any information to any third
                    parties.
                    We take all reasonable and necessary steps to protect your personal information." ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED BY DOSTI REALTY
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                    Please Enter Your Details To Know More
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                        Disclosures: (1) The artist's impressions and images are used for representation purpose
                        only.
                        (2)
                        Furniture, fittings and fixtures as shown/displayed in the show flat are for the purpose
                        of
                        showcasing only and do not form part of actual standard amenities to be provided in the
                        flat.
                        The
                        flats offered for sale are unfurnished and all the amenities proposed to be provided in
                        the
                        flat
                        shall be incorporated in the Agreement for Sale. (3) The plans are tentative in nature
                        and
                        proposed
                        but not yet sanctioned. The plans, when sanctioned, may vary from the plans shown
                        herein.
                        (4)
                        Dosti
                        Club Novo is a Private Club House in the vicinity of Dosti Greater Thane projects. The
                        right
                        to
                        admission, use and enjoyment of al or any of the facilities/amenities in the Dosti Club
                        Novo
                        is
                        reserved by the Promoters and shall be subject to payment of such admission fees, annual
                        charges
                        and
                        compliance of terms and conditions as may be specified from time to time by the
                        Promoters.
                        (5)
                        The
                        Bullet Train Corridor, the DP Road, the Existing Road, the School Plot, the Garden
                        Reservation,
                        the
                        Amenity Plot and the Dosti Novo Club House and the Club House Plot shall be formally
                        sub-divided
                        from the rest of the layout Land in due course, and shall not form part of the layout
                        which
                        shall be
                        ultimately conveyed to the Apex Body or Federation. (6) The sale of all the premises in
                        the
                        Dosti
                        Greater Thane projects shall be governed by terms and conditions incorporated in the
                        Agreement
                        for
                        Sale. Dosti Greater Thane-Phase 1 is funded by Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd and Dosti Greater
                        Thane-Sector 34 - Cluster 2-Phase 1, 2 & 3 is funded by Kotak Performing RE Credit
                        Strategy
                        Fund
                        *T&C Apply. #Bank Subvention Subject to Eligibility. ^The Promoter shall pay Pre-EMI
                        only up
                        to
                        June
                        2026 or till the possession, whichever is earlier.
                    


                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        Privacy Policy Disclaimer: We collect information from you when you register on our site or
                        fill
                        out a form. When filling out a form on our site, for any of the above-mentioned reasons, you
                        may
                        be asked to enter your: name, e-mail address and phone number. You may, however, visit our
                        site
                        anonymously. Any of the information we collect from you is to personalize your experience,
                        to
                        improve our website and to improve customer service. Any data collected will not be shared
                        with
                        any 3rd party.


                    


                

            

        

    



    
    

    
    
    

    
    
    

    
    
    
    
    

    

    

    


    

